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Module 10 
Monitoring and Troubleshooting IPSec 
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Module Overview 

 

This module provides information about IPSec troubleshooting tasks and the 
troubleshooting tools that you can use to perform these tasks. 
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Lesson 1 
Monitoring IPSec Activity 

 

By monitoring IPSec activity, you can: 

• View IPSec policy assignment information. 

• View details about the active IPSec policy and IPSec statistics. 

• Verify that security auditing is enabled. 

• View IPSec-related events. 

• Enable audit logging for Internet Key Exchange (IKE) events and view the 
events. 

• View IPSec and other network communication. 

• Change the IPSec configuration for troubleshooting. 
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Tools Used to Monitor IPSec 

 

Key Points 
You can use the IP Security Monitor snap-in to view and monitor IPSec-related 
statistics and the IPSec policy applied to computers. This information can help you 
troubleshoot IPSec and test the policies you are creating. This snap-in can only be 
used for computers running Windows XP or Windows Vista.  

Other tools that you can use to monitor IPSec include: 

• IPSecmon 

• The monitoring node of the Windows Firewall with Advanced Security snap-in 

• The Netsh command 

 

Additional Reading 
• Help topic: Monitoring IPSec 

• IPSec Troubleshooting Tools 
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Using IP Security Monitor to Monitor IPSec 

 

Key Points 
IP Security Monitor is implemented as a Microsoft Management Console (MMC) 
snap-in, and it includes enhancements that allow you to view details about an 
active IPSec policy that is applied by the domain or locally, as well as quick mode 
and main mode statistics, and active IPSec SAs. IP Security Monitor also enables 
you to search for specific main mode or quick mode filters. To troubleshoot 
complex IPSec policy designs, you can use IP Security Monitor to search for all 
matches for filters of a specific traffic type. 

Additional Reading 
• Help Topic: Monitoring IPSec 

• Help Topic: Monitoring Main Mode 

• Help Topic: Monitoring Quick Mode 
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Using Windows Firewall with Advanced Security to Monitor 
IPSec 

 

Key Points 
Windows Firewall with Advanced Security is a stateful, host-based firewall that 
blocks incoming and outgoing connections based on its configuration. While 
typical end-user configuration of Windows Firewall still takes place through the 
Windows Firewall Control Panel tool, advanced configuration now takes place in a 
Microsoft Management Control (MMC) snap-in named Windows Firewall with 
Advanced Security.  
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Demonstration: Monitoring IPSec 
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Lesson 2 
Troubleshooting IPSec 

 

Successful troubleshooting of IPSec involves understanding the overall process for 
troubleshooting and monitoring IPSec, the common types of connectivity issues 
related to IPSec and IKE, and what to look for when troubleshooting IKE 
Negotiation events. 
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IPSec Troubleshooting Process 

 

Key Points 
The IPSec troubleshooting process includes the following steps: 

• Verify IP network configuration 

• Verify appropriate local and external firewall configurations 

• Verify Group Policy and IPSec policy 

• Ensure policy compatibility 

 
There are also additional considerations for troubleshooting IPSec, such as 
checking the firewall configuration and enabling logging in IKE. 

Additional Reading 
• Server and Domain Isolation Using IPSec and Group Policy, Chapter 7: 

Troubleshooting IPSec 
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Troubleshooting IKE 

 

Key Points 
Successful troubleshooting of IKE involves the following guidelines: 

• Troubleshoot Connectivity issues related to IPSec and IKE. 

• Troubleshoot firewall and port issues. 

• View the Oakley.log file for potential issues. 

• Identifying Main Mode exchange issues. 
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Troubleshooting IKE Negotiation Events 

 

Key Points 
When troubleshooting IKE Negotiation events, you must be able to identify the 
following: 

• IKE negotiation success events. 

• Information log entries. 

• Quick mode audit failures. 

 

Additional Reading 
• Server and Domain Isolation Using IPSec and Group Policy, Chapter 7: 

Troubleshooting IPSec 

• System Error Codes 
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Lab: Monitoring and Troubleshooting IPSec 

 

Objectives 
• Monitor IPSec connectivity 

• Configure connection security 

• Troubleshoot IPSec 

 

Lab Setup 
For this lab you will use the available virtual machine environment.  Before you 
begin the lab, you must: 

1. Start the 6421A-NYC-DC1 and 6421A-NYC-SVR1 virtual machines. 

2. Log on to 6421A-NYC-DC1 and 6421A-NYC-SVR1 with the user name 
administrator and the password Pa$$w0rd. 
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Scenario: 
The Windows Infrastructure Services Technology Specialist has been tasked with 
extending an existing network infrastructure to include the functionality of IPSec. 
Using the IP Security Monitor snap-in and the Windows Firewall with Advanced 
Security snap-in, you will be able to view IP security statistics and policies and be 
able to determine if IPSec is failing negotiations and be able to monitor IPSec 
statistics. Escalations for troubleshooting are sent to you. 
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Exercise 1: Monitoring IPSec Connectivity 

Exercise Overview 
In this exercise, you will enable an IPSec policy and then view the connection 
using IP Security Monitor. 

The main tasks are as follows: 

1. Start the 6421A-NYC-DC1 and 6421A-NYC-SVR1 virtual machines. 

2. Create an IPSec negotiation policy on NYC-DC1. 

3. Export the policy from NYC-DC1. 

4. Import the security policy to NYC-SVR1. 

5. Validate that the negotiation policy is working by using the IP Security 
Monitor. 

 

 Task 1: Start the 6421A-NYC-DC1 and 6421A-NYC-SVR1 virtual 
machines 
1. Open the Virtual Server Remote Control Client, and then double-click 6421A-

NYC-DC1. 

2. Log on to NYC-DC1 as Administrator using the password Pa$$w0rd. 

3. Open the Virtual Server Remote Control Client, and then double-click 6421A-
NYC-SVR1.  

4. Log on to NYC-SVR1 as Administrator using the password Pa$$w0rd.  

 

 Task 2: Create an IPSec negotiation policy on NYC-DC1 
1. Configure an IPSec policy that secures TCP/UDP traffic by using the Local 

Security Policy MMC found in Administrative Tools. 

• Source Port: 445 

• Destination Port: Any 

2. Filter for IP traffic coming from any IP address going to any IP address.  
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 Task 3: Export the policy from NYC-DC1 
• In the Local Security Policy MMC console, export the IPSec policies to a file on 

NYC-SVR1 (save to D:\LabFiles\Module10\IPSecurityPolicy.ipsec). 

 

 Task 4: Import the security policy to NYC-SVR1 
• On NYC-SVR1, import the IPSec policies using the Local Security Policy MMC. 

 

 Task 5: Validate that the negotiation policy is working by using the IP 
Security Monitor 
1. Enable the IP Security Policies on both computers. 

2. Using the Run command, load a blank console and add the IP Security 
Monitoring snap-in. 

3. Establish a file connection share between NYC-SVR1 and NYC-DC1. 

4. Monitor the secure connection information in the IP Security Monitoring 
console. 
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Exercise 2: Configuring Connection Security 

Exercise Overview 
In this exercise, you will configure a connection security rule in Windows Firewall 
and advanced security and then monitor the connection using the Security 
Associations node. 

The main tasks are as follows: 

1. Disable the IP Security Policy that was created in the previous exercise. 

2. Configure a Security Association rule in the Windows Firewall with Advanced 
Security MMC. 

3. Monitor the connection using the Security Association node. 

4. Close all virtual machines and discard undo disks. 

 

 Task 1: Disable the IP Security Policy that was created in the previous 
exercise 
1. Disable the IP Security Policy on NYC-DC1. 

2. Disable the IP Security Policy on NYC-SVR1. 

 

 Task 2: Configure a Security Association rule in the Windows Firewall 
with Advanced Security MMC 
1. On NYC-DC1, open Windows Firewall with Advanced Security. 

2. Create a new rule in Connection Security Rules. 

3. Select a Server-to-Server rule with Any IP Address for Endpoints. 

4. Select Require authentication for inbound and outbound connections.  

5. Select PreShared Key with a password of Pa$$w0rd. 

6. Apply the rule to the Domain, Private, and Public profiles. 

7. Create the same rule on NYC-SVR1 and use the same Preshared Key. 
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 Task3: Monitor the connection using the Security Association node. 
1. Establish communication between NYC-SVR1 and NYC-DC1.  

2. Review the Main Mode and Quick Mode nodes to view the status of the 
Connection Security rule. 

 

 Task 4: Close all virtual machines and discard undo disks 
1. On the host computer, click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft 

Virtual Server, and then click Virtual Server Administration Website. 

2. Under Navigation, click Master Status. For each virtual machine that is 
running, click the virtual machine name, and in the context menu, click Turn 
off Virtual Machine and Discard Undo Disks. Click OK. 
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Exercise 3: Troubleshooting IPSec 

Exercise Overview 
In this exercise, you will review scenarios outlining common issues that can occur 
when troubleshooting IPSec, and then discuss possible solutions. 

Scenario 1 
An administrator is attempting to connect to a remote computer and monitor its 
IPSec connectivity. The administrator reports that he is unable to monitor the 
remote server. You ask him use the Event Viewer to identify the problem and in 
doing so, the administrator notes the following error: “The IPSec server is 
unavailable or incompatible with the IPSec monitor.” 

Question: What can you do to resolve this issue? 

Scenario 2 
An administrator has configured and enabled an IPSec Security policy on a file 
server that stores sensitive data files. The administrator has also created an Active 
Directory-based policy and applied it to the organizational unit (OU) of clients that 
are permitted access to the secure server. The next day, the Backup Administrator, 
who is responsible for backing up the secure server, reports he was unable to 
access the server from the backup server. The backup server’s computer account is 
stored in an administrative OU separate from the client’s OU.  

Question: Based on the information provided, why is the backup server unable to 
access the secure server? 
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Module Review and Takeaways 

 

Review Questions 
1. What is the name the log file that should be used to troubleshoot IKE 

problems? 

2. What are the four main steps to follow when troubleshooting IPSec? 
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Best Practices 
The following general recommended practices can help you enhance security and 
minimize the potential for problems when deploying IPSec: 

• Establish an IPSec deployment plan. The deployment plan should address the 
following considerations: which deployment scenarios (such as server-to-
server or remote access) require the use of IPSec, what level of security you 
require for each scenario, which types of data to secure, which computers to 
secure, which physical links to secure, who will manage IPSec policies, and 
how you will provide ongoing support and troubleshooting for end users after 
IPSec is deployed.  This will allow for easier troubleshooting, and establish 
who is responsible for different areas of the IPSec infrastructure. 

• Create and test IPSec policies for each deployment scenario. Before deploying 
IPSec in a production environment, test the IPSec policies in a realistic lab 
environment. To obtain realistic performance data, run standard workloads on 
programs. During initial tests, view packet contents with Network Monitor, or 
use Authentication Header (AH) or Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) with 
null encryption to view packet contents for test environments. 

• Do not use preshared keys. For enhanced security, the use of preshared key 
authentication is not recommended because it is a relatively weak 
authentication method. In addition, preshared keys are stored in plaintext. 
Preshared key authentication is provided for interoperability purposes and to 
adhere to IPSec standards. It is recommended that you use preshared keys 
only for testing and that you use certificates or Kerberos V5 instead in a 
production environment. 

• Use the Triple Data Encryption Standard (3DES) algorithm for stronger 
encryption. For enhanced security, when configuring key exchange security 
methods for IPSec policies, use 3DES, which is a stronger encryption 
algorithm than DES. 

• Create and assign a persistent IPSec policy for failsafe security. To enhance 
security, create and assign a persistent IPSec policy, so that computers can be 
secured if a local IPSec policy or an Active Directory-based IPSec policy cannot 
be applied. When you create and assign a persistent policy, it is applied before 
a local policy or an Active Directory-based policy, and it remains in effect 
regardless of whether the local policy or the Active Directory-based policy is 
applied (for example, an IPSec policy will not be applied if it is corrupted). 
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Note: You cannot configure this feature in the IP Security Policy Management 
console. To configure this feature, you must use the Netsh IPSec command-line tool. 

• When applying the same IPSec policy to computers running different versions 
of the Windows operating system, test the policy thoroughly. To ensure that 
the same IPSec policy functions as expected, test the policy thoroughly on all 
relevant operating systems before deployment. 

• Use Terminal Services to remotely manage and monitor IPSec on computers 
running different versions of the Windows operating system. Remote 
management and monitoring of IPSec is supported only for computers 
running the same version of the Windows operating system. To remotely 
manage and monitor IPSec on a computer that is running a different version of 
Windows than the version of Windows that is running on your computer, use 
Terminal Services. 
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